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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MOTI) retained DWB Consulting Services Ltd
(DWB) to review existing fish passage information at 5 stream crossings in the Murray Creek
Watershed, located north of Vanderhoof, BC. Inclusive with this review was a determination
of data gaps from previous assessments which was followed up with a field assessment to
confirm previous information and fill any identified gaps. DWB was also completing
hydrotechnical and culvert condition assessments which are provided in a separate
document (DWB 2014). The following activities were completed and are summarized in this
report:


Review the Murray Creek Culvert Assessment Report by Avison Management
Services (Avison 2011) for any data gaps on five specified crossings.



Conduct a field assessment to determine fish passage as per Ministry of
Environment’s: Field Assessment for Fish Passage Determination of Closed Bottom
Structures, 4th Edition, August 2011.



Identify fish and fish habitat enhancement opportunities inclusive with fish passage
improvement proposals.

2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
2.1 PROJECT LOCATION
The crossings are located immediately north of Vanderhoof, BC in an area known as
Prairiedale (Figure 1). The five sites are located on the crossings of Murray Creek at Snell
Rd East, Loop Rd and Larson Rd as well as East Murray Creek at Snell Rd East and
Northside (Erickson) Rd (Figure 2). Further site descriptions are included in Section 4.0.
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FIGURE 1. GENERAL LOCATION MAP. PROJECT AREA IS WITHIN THE RED POLYGON.

FIGURE 2: LOCATION OF MURRAY CREEK WATERSHED CROSSINGS
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2.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVE
The objective of this project was to provide a detailed assessment of the fish passage and
stream habitat conditions at each crossing to provide MoT managers with information to be
considered for future fish passage, habitat enhancement or road upgrade projects. This
information is considered supplemental to the previous report by Avison and the culvert
assessments including hydrotechnical analysis completed by DWB (2014) which includes
important data elements lacking in the original assessment.

3.0 METHODS
3.1 FIELD SURVEY TECHNIQUES
The field assessment was conducted on August 15, 2012. The techniques used followed the
British Columbia Ministry of Environment’s: Field Assessment for Fish Passage
Determination of Closed Bottom Structures, 4th Edition, August 2011. Data collected is
provided in text and tabular form in the results section with associated photos.

3.2 REVIEW OF AVISON REPORT
Calculation error, lack of flow information and culvert condition data were noted in the Avison
report by MoT, which was deemed important in determining appropriate recommendations.
As a result, field information collected by DWB was reviewed against the Avison report to
confirm or enhance the information provided to create better formed recommendations for
use in future upgrade projects. The review was office-based prior to the field assessment
portion of the project.

4.0 RESULTS
4.1 CMP 02/03
4.1.1 SITE DESCRIPTION AND FISH PASSAGE
This site is located on Loop Road approximately 130m south of the intersection with Snell
Road E. The site passes Murray Creek through twin 1500mm closed bottom culverts. The
upstream portion of the stream is partially backwatered due to perched culvert inlets (Photo
1) and exists as a wetland with a measured average channel width of 1.78 m (Photo 2).
These measurements were difficult to ascertain due to the thick sedge vegetation present
and lack of defined banks.
Downstream, the channel is poorly defined as it flows through a pasture with heavily
damaged banks from farm animals but had a measured average channel width of 1.6m were
a channel could be observed (Photo 4). The stream has an overall gradient of less than
0.5%.
Damage from the animals has resulted in extremely shallow banks and altered the current
state of the channels. In addition to the perching at the inlets, the creation of wetlands and
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undefined channels suggest the observed channel widths do not represent natural flow
potential or channel widths. A review of recent aerial imagery suggests the channel is best
represented at around 3.3 to 3.5m and a historical review revealed channel widths to be 4.9
m (DWB 2014).
A large, deep pool is present immediately at the outlet (Photo 5), likely created by increased
flows through the culverts suggesting constriction; however, the channel widths (measured)
suggest no constriction should be occurring given the two large culverts. Historical channel
widths suggest the culverts are constrictions but the scouring may be a result of the steeper
than natural grades through the culverts. The culverts are slightly perched on the outlet
(Photo 6) and have an average gradient of 2-3% (could not be accurately determined due to
extreme bow at the inlets which has caused a gradient of 10% for the first few meters of the
culverts acting as a inlet drop). Fish habitat is generally poor in the wetland area upstream
(fine organic substrates and only low cover attributes) which are similar downstream with the
exception of the outlet pool. The impacted channel downstream has little cover, is shallow
and often braided. Observations further upstream and downstream in Murray Creek have
shown significantly better habitats which contain salmonids.
Barrier determination resulted in a score of 21 which is considered a barrier (see Culvert
Measurements in Section 4.1.2); however, the perched/buckled inlets (inlet drop) are not fully
considered in the calculations and are likely further preventing fish passage at the crossing.
The greatest impacts on the score are the lack of embedment and culvert length and slope.
The Stream Width Ratio (SWR) was below 1 which did not contribute to the score; however,
the low observed channel width may not accurately reflect flow potential and actual channel
requirements due the impacts from ranching activities and culvert deficiencies.
Avison (2011) had determined the crossing to be a full barrier as well but with a much higher
score of 27 which was primarily a result of an interpretation and calculation error of SWR.
The SWR in their report was recorded incorrectly (should have been 1.17 not 1.71) and also
only utilized one of the culverts in the calculation which as deemed incorrect since both
culverts are passing similar flows (i.e. one is not an overflow). The amount of fill (4.5m) was
also found to be significantly less than the 9.5m found by Avison, which has no bearing on
the fish passage but will come into play during replacement planning should it be warranted.
Despite differences in the barrier scores, the same barrier determination has resulted. All
other parameters measured were similar in both assessments.
Based on the available information, any crossing upgrades should target a minimum channel
width of 3.3-3.5m, but will also need to consider hydrotechnical recommendations (DWB
2014) to ensure adequate channel capacity and culvert sizing is achieved since the existing
measured channel does not appear to accurately represent year round flow requirements.
Upgrades at this site should consider the culvert located 130m upstream (CMP04) as well, in
order to ensure fish passage improvements are meaningful and provide access to as much
habitat as possible. Culvert removal will result in morphological changes upstream due to
the backwatering effect of the existing perched inlets; this is likely unavoidable but can be
mitigated through other enhancement techniques. Consideration for measures downstream
to prevent farm animal trampling of the stream would also allow for natural channel
restoration which can be enhanced through human involvement.
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4.1.2 CULVERT MEASUREMENTS
Date of
Assessment
Crossing ID
Stream Name
Road Name
Road Tenure
Crew Members
UTM

Ave Channel
Width (m)

August 15, 2012
CMP 2/3
Murray Creek
Loop Rd
MOT
JL
Zone

Easting

Northing

10 U

429915

5990117

Ave
Channel
1.6*

Valley Fill
Beaver Activity

SWR

2‐3% (portion at 10% rest at 0%)

Fish Sighted (Y/N)
Habitat Value (Low, Med,

No

Culvert Diameter
Continuous
Embedment)
Resemble
Channel
Culvert Slope (%)
Outlet Drop (m)

Ave Embedment Depth (m)

No
N/A
9% at inlet/~1% overall
0.03

Inlet Drop (Y/N)

Low

Crossing Subtype (Bridge,
pipe arch, round culvert,
Culvert Length (m)

1.5 x2

(m)

No

High)

CBS

(OBS, CBS, other)

Average Slope (%)

0.53

Deep Fill

Crossing Type

Fish Barrier Score

Culvert
Diam.
1.5 x2

Backwatered (Y/N)
If yes, what percentage
Fill Depth (m)
Outlet Pool Depth (m)

Round Culvert
>30m
Inlet
N/A
No

Outlet
N/A

Ave
N/A

4.5
0.6‐1.0

No
21

Result

Barrier

Comments: Twin culverts are passing same amount of flow and are at close enough outlet elevation that the widths
were added together for SWR and barrier determination. Score results in barrier, the perched inlets result in steep
gradients for several meters and will contribute to further fish passage restriction exacerbating the barrier issue.
*Channel poorly defined due to wetland like conditions, therefore measurements may not represent flow
requirements and the true channel may be larger than what was observed.
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4.1.3 PHOTOS

Photo 1. CMP 02/03: Inlets, notice perching of right culvert.

Photo 2. CMP 02/03: Culver inlet looking upstream at wetland area.

Photo 3. CMP 02/03: Culvert inlet barrel with accumulated debris.

Photo 4. CMP 02/03: Downstream channel, poorly defined and
lacking cover habitat.

Photo 5. CMP 02/03: Pool formed at the outlet.

Photo 6. CMP 02/03: Culvert outlet with small plunge into pool.
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4.2 CMP 04
4.2.1 SITE DESCRIPTION AND FISH PASSAGE
The crossing noted as CMP 04 is located on Snell Road E approximately 60m west of the
intersection with Loop Road. The crossing consists of a single 2300 mm x 20.5m long round
CMP which is passing Murray Creek (Photos 7 and 8). Upstream and downstream of the
culvert, Murray Creek is flowing through a densely vegetated draw lined with grass and
sedges (Photos 11 and 12). Below the culvert the stream has a visible channel after a small
scour pool (Photo 10), which contains mostly standing water (duck weed common) for 130m
down to the next crossing (CMP 02/03).
The channel is not well defined but was measured at 1.78m with a depth of 0.29 m and
gradients near 0%. Upstream, the channel is obscured by the vegetation and very poorly
defined rendering channel measurements difficult. Where a channel could be discerned
(edges defined by end of vegetation line rather than soil) an average of 1.22 m with depths of
0.32 m were calculated. Gradients upstream increased to approximately 0.5%.
Overall average channel width is 1.5 m; however, due to flows passing through a wetland like
draw, additional water may be flowing under or within vegetation and the measured channel
width is not representative of the flows, especially at higher flow levels. A review of recent
aerial imagery suggests the channel is best represented at around 3.3 to 3.5m and a
historical review revealed channel widths to be 4.3 m (DWB 2014).
Due to the wetland-like conditions, substrates are organic and fine which does not allow for
spawning. Pooled areas and the dense obscuring vegetation does allow for some cover and
rearing capabilities but the riparian vegetation is generally lacking. Overall habitats are
considered low value; however, higher value habitats with resident Rainbow Trout are known
to exist up and downstream of the crossing.
Barrier determination resulted in a score of 18 which is considered a potential barrier (see
culvert measurements in Section 4.2.2). Primary reason for the score is the lack of
embedment. Culvert slope (1.5%) and length (20.5m) are considered high enough to
contribute to the barrier score; however, would be of little concern if the culvert was properly
embedded. A small outlet drop is present which is not considered high enough to restrict fish
passage. Although the SWR ratio was well below 1.0 (no constriction), the actual flow
requirements are known to be much higher since an unknown amount of flow may be
present outside the channel (amount varies throughout the year). This is further supported
by the historical channel width measurement collected in which case the culvert would be a
constriction and raise the score to be a barrier. Photos in the Avison (2011) report from the
spring show a flooded draw with flows likely exceeding the capacity of the culvert. As a
result this culvert is likely a seasonal barrier but some larger fish should be able to migrate
the culvert at low to moderate flow levels.
Avison (2011) had determined the crossing to be passable with a score of 13. Differences in
the assessments were associated with culvert slope. Avison determined the culvert to have
a lower grade (0.7%) which resulted in the slope having no bearing on the barrier score.
Length was also different by over 5m but this difference did not affect the scoring. Reasons
for the difference are unknown but are suspected to be due to the timing of the assessments.
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Avison completed the assessment during flood conditions and likely could not access the
barrel of the culvert or could not see the beveled extensions on each end as they may have
been under water. DWB completed the assessment at a period of low flows and could walk
through the culvert allowing accurate measurement of the culvert length and gradient. All
other measured parameters were similar in both assessments.
While upgrades at this site are not seen as much of a priority as other sites due to the
likelihood of seasonal fish passage, upgrades may be warranted, in particular, if any
upgrades to the culverts located 130m south (CMP 02/03) are undertaken. This will ensure
access to as much habitat as possible is generated. Based on the available information, any
crossing upgrades should target a minimum channel width of 3.3-3.5m, but will also need to
consider hydrotechnical recommendations (DWB 2014) to ensure adequate channel capacity
and culvert sizing is achieved since the existing measured channel does not appear to
accurately represent year round flow requirements.

4.2.2 CULVERT MEASUREMENTS
Date of Assessment
Crossing ID
Stream Name
Road Name
Road Tenure
Crew Members
UTM
Ave Channel
Width (m)

August 15, 2012
CMP 04
Murray Creek
Snell Rd East
MOT
JL
Zone

Easting

Northing

10 U

429829

5990334

Ave
Channel
1.5*

Valley Fill
Beaver Activity

Culvert
Diam.
2.3

SWR

0.3
0.65

Deep Fill
No

Crossing Type (OBS, CBS, other)

Fish Sighted (Y/N)
Habitat Value (Low, Med, High)
CBS

Culvert Diameter (m)
Continuous Embedment (Y/N)
Resemble Channel (Y/N)
Culvert Slope (%)
Outlet Drop (m)

0.07

Inlet Drop (Y/N)

No

Barrier Score

18

Average Slope (%)

2.3
No
N
1.5

No
Low

Crossing Subtype (Bridge, pipe arch, round
culvert)

Round culvert

Culvert Length (m)
Ave Embedment Depth (m)
Backwatered (Y/N) If yes, what percentage
Fill Depth (m)
Outlet Pool Depth (m)

Result

20.5
0
No
2.0
0.6

Potential Barrier

Comments: Water in the culvert is flowing well at a depth of 0.12‐0.16 m deep. Channel is difficult to discern in
many areas due to lack of defined channel banks (historic cattle trampling) and often flows unconfined through the
grass and sedge vegetation. Turbidity levels high.
* Channel poorly defined due to wetland like conditions, therefore measurements may not represent flow
requirements and the true channel may be larger than what was observed.
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4.2.3 PHOTOS

Photo 7. CMP 04: Culvert inlet.

Photo 8. CMP 04: The culvert outlet.

Photo 9. CMP 04: Water depth in the culvert between 0.120.16 m.

Photo 10. CMP 04: Looking downstream from the outlet.

Photo 11. CMP 04: Pool formed at the outlet.

Photo 12. CMP 04: looking upstream from road and
vegetated draw. Note obscured channel.
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4.3 CMP 06/07
4.3.1 SITE DESCRIPTION AND FISH PASSAGE
The crossing noted as CMP 06/07 is located on Larson Road approximately 800m north of
the Northside Road Intersection. The crossing consists of a 1000mm round CMP which is
passing Murray Creek (Photo 13) and has two overflow 1200mm CMPs located to the south
(Photos 14 and 15) which were not connected (no channel or flow) to Murray Creek on the
upstream side on the day of the assessment (August 15, 2012).
Upstream of the main culvert, the channel is relatively well defined within a grass and shrub
lined channel which has a measured average channel width of 1.55m with a gradient
between 0.5 and 1% (Photo 18). This section has been manually channelized into a ditch
like swale in order to control drainage between fields (removed natural sinuosity). Below the
crossing, the area is pooled immediately at the outlet (Photo 19) backwatering all three
culverts (Photos 16 and 17) although to a lesser extent on the two overflow pipes (water
present approximately 90% through the culvert).
The channel downstream is poorly defined and has minimal riparian cover (Photo 20). The
channel is impacted by range animals which has a resulted in an average channel width of
2.65 m with little to no stream banks (shallow) and is considered mostly unnatural. It is
understood that the channel has been diverted north by soils (Photo 21) into a ditch between
land parcels, away from the natural channel that continues through a well vegetated area to
the west (flows through field at high water). The diversion was confirmed on TRIM and air
photo imagery, where it shows the diverted stream over a length of approximately 200m until
it flows back into the native channel.
Overall the channel averages 1.92m; however, significant differences are noted upstream
and downstream due to historic agricultural activities. . A review of recent aerial imagery
suggests the channel is best represented at around 2.8 to 3.0 m and a historical review
revealed channel widths to be 3.3 m (DWB 2014).
The downstream portion is considered to have low habitat values due to the poorly defined
channel and fine bed; however, the confined portion immediately upstream has suitable
rearing and migrating habitats over a short distance (50m) where some riparian vegetation is
present. Approximately 800m upstream is a restored section of Murray Creek where many
juvenile rainbow trout were observed rearing in good overall habitats.
Barrier determination resulted in a score of 21 which is considered a barrier (se culvert
measurements in Section 4.3.2). Primary reasons are the lack of embedment and the small
diameter culvert resulting in a constriction of the channel (two overflows not counted in SWR
calculation as not connected most of year). Despite the score, the backwatering of the
culvert is a mitigating factor that is likely allowing some passage at low to moderate flow
levels but does not contribute to the barrier score with this methodology. The overflow
culverts may allow some passage at moderate to higher flows when fully connected to the
mainstem. This crossing is therefore considered a seasonal barrier.
Avison (2011) had determined the crossing to be a potential barrier (score of 18) with the
difference found to be linked to the SWR due to their narrower channel width (1.27m) versus
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what DWB determined (1.92m). This difference can be attributed to the poorly defined
channel and location of the measurements chosen. It is assumed Avison discounted the
unnatural channel present downstream, otherwise their channel width would have been
much higher. All other measured parameters were similar in the two assessments.
Based on the available information, any crossing upgrades should target a minimum channel
width of 2.8-3.0 m, but will also need to consider hydrotechnical recommendations (DWB
2014) to ensure adequate channel capacity and culvert sizing is achieved since the existing
measured channel does not appear to accurately represent year round flow requirements.
Any upgrades at this site should make consideration for channel restoration up and
downstream of the crossing. Restoring the flow to the natural channel and preventing cattle
trampling will further enhance the habitat at the site and support connectivity to the already
restored areas upstream.

4.3.2 CULVERT MEASUREMENTS
Date of Assessment
Crossing ID
Stream Name
Road Name
Road Tenure
Crew Members
UTM
Ave Channel Width (m)

Valley Fill
Beaver Activity

August 15, 2012
CMP 06/07
Murray Creek
Larson Rd
MOT
JL
Easting

Northing

10 U

429934

5992712

Ave Channel

1.92*
Deep Fill
No

Crossing Type

Culvert Diam.

1.0**

SWR

21

Average Slope (%)

1.92
Fish Sighted (Y/N)
Habitat Value (Low, Med, High)
Crossing Subtype (Bridge, pipe arch,

CBS

Culvert Diameter (m)
Continuous Embedment
Resemble Channel (Y/N)
Culvert Slope (%)
Outlet Drop (m)
Inlet Drop (Y/N)
Barrier Score

Zone

round culvert)

1.0 (overflow pipes 1.2/1.2)
No
No
2 (3/4 for overflow pipes)
0

Culvert Length (m)
Ave Embedment Depth (m)
Backwatered, If yes, what percentage
Fill Depth (m)
Outlet Pool Depth (m)

0.5‐1.0
No
Low
Round culvert
13 (main pipe)
N/A
Yes, 100
1.0
0.7

No
Result

Barrier

Comments: Two overflow culverts are dry at inlet, no channel connection from Murray Creek to culverts.
Backwatering of the outlet extends through most of the main culvert which will allow fish passage for part of the
year, therefore the crossing is considered a seasonal barrier. Downstream area impacted by ranching operation and
stream diverted from historic channel – good enhancement opportunity.
* Channel poorly defined due to forced confinement and diversion, therefore measurements may not represent
flow requirements and the true channel may be larger than what was observed. **only the main culvert used in
calculation as the two overflows do not provide flow/passage for most of the year (no connection to channel on
upstream side).
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4.3.3 PHOTOS

Photo 13. CMP 06/07: Culvert inlet of main 1000 mm pipe.

Photo 14. CMP 06/07: Inlet of 1200 mm overflow pipe. Dry
at the time of assessment.

Photo 15. CMP 06/07: Inlet of second 1200 mm overflow
pipe. Dry at the time of assessment.

Photo 16. CMP 06/07: Outlet of main pipe, note
backwatering.

Photo 17. CMP 06/07: Outlet of overflow pipes.

Photo 18. CMP 06/07: Upstream defined channel.
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Photo 19. CMP 06/07: Pool present below culverts.

Photo 20. CMP 06/07: Diverted stream towards drainage
ditch between land parcels. Poor channel definition.

Photo 21. CMP 06/07: Overland barrier preventing stream
from flowing into historic channel present in shrub vegetation
shown here.
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4.4 CMP 11
4.4.1 SITE DESCRIPTION AND FISH PASSAGE
The crossing noted as CMP 11 is located on Snell Road East approximately 660m east of
the intersection with Loop Road. The crossing consists of a 2400 mm round CMP which is
passing East Murray Creek at a low gradient (<0.5%). East Murray Creek joins Murray
Creek approximately 600m downstream of the crossing.
East Murray Creek is heavily impacted by historic and recent ranching activities. There is
little to no evidence of channel upstream of the culvert due to stream bank trampling and the
result is a shallow swale lined with sedge (Photos 22 and 26). The channel here was
estimated at 1.5m in width; however, the wetted width appears to reach at least 4 to 4.5 m
wide at higher flow levels based on the swale depression. There is no riparian cover beyond
the sedges.
Downstream is a large scour pool (Photo 23) which reaches 1.5m in depth and is
backwatering the culvert to some extent (Photo 25; shallow at the low flows observed).
Water was flowing out of the pool in a poorly defined shallow channel which has been heavily
impacted by cattle (Photo 27). Channel could be identified and measured over short
sections (3-4m) where gradients increased (up to 4%) resulting in an average channel width
of 1.56 m but ranged greatly from 0.75 m up to 2.2 m due to the impacts. Stream banks
were very shallow. Gravels and cobbles were present in the steeper areas but riparian cover
was limited to grass/sedges with trees present in the distance offering some shading.
Overall the observed channel (based on edges of rooted vegetation versus hard stream
bank) was determined to be 1.5 m, which is likely an underestimate due to impacts
associated with ranching. A review of recent aerial imagery suggests the channel is best
represented at around 5.5 m and a historical review revealed channel widths to be 6.9 m
(DWB 2014).
Rearing and overwintering is available in the scour pool as long as adequate flow is
maintained. The water clarity was turbid which may adversely impact habitat use. Otherwise
habitat value is considered poor/low overall due to the damage incurred on the channel as a
result of the past ranching activities.
Barrier determination resulted in a score of 13 which is considered passable (see culvert
measurements in Section 4.4.2). The greatest issue is the lack of embedment with the
culvert length also contributing to the score. The lack of embedment will limit some fish
movement; however, some backwatering effect is occurring which will allow some passage.
The backwatering indicates a culvert outlet drop does not exist despite the deep scour pool.
Although the calculated SWR suggests the culvert does not constrict the channel, historical
channel widths indicate the channel width used in the SWR calculation may not be
appropriate and at least a seasonal constriction (and barrier) exists. Evidence to the latter is
found in recent air photo imagery and the Avison (2011) report which shows the drainage is
significantly backwatered upstream of the crossing in the spring suggesting the culvert is
undersized.
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Avison (2011) had determined the crossing to be a barrier (score of 29) which is significantly
different that the DWB assessment. Avison completed the assessment during extreme high
flows which resulted in a large channel width measurement of 5.3m which was later found to
be much smaller by DWB during low flows when the edge of rooted vegetation was visible.
Avison also documented an outlet drop of 30 cm which greatly increased their score;
however, as noted above there was no evidence of an outlet drop at low flows. All other
measured parameters were similar in the two assessments.
Despite the passable ranking, spring photos have shown the culvert is not of adequate
size/shape and is therefore limiting fish migration to some extent due to channel constriction
and increased velocities. Based on the available information, any crossing upgrades should
target a minimum channel width of 5.5 m, but will also need to consider hydrotechnical
recommendations (DWB 2014) to ensure adequate channel capacity and culvert sizing is
achieved since the existing measured channel does not appear to accurately represent year
round flow requirements. Upgrades at this site should make consideration for channel
restoration up and downstream of the crossing by limiting cattle use and utilizing restoration
Best Management Techniques to aid in re-establishing a channel with a proper bed.

4.4.2 CULVERT MEASUREMENTS
Date of Assessment
Crossing ID
Stream Name
Road Name
Road Tenure
Crew Members
UTM
Channel Width (m)

August 15, 2012
CMP 11
East Murray Creek
Snell Rd East
MOT
JL
Zone

Easting

Northing

10 U

430585

5990305

Ave Channel

Culvert Diam

1.5*
Valley Fill
Beaver Activity

2.4
Deep Fill
No

Crossing Type
Culvert Diameter (m)
Continuous Embedment (Y/N)
Resemble Channel (Y/N)
Culvert Slope (%)
Outlet Drop (m)
Inlet Drop (Y/N)

CBS
2.4
No
N
0.2‐0.3
0
No

Barrier Score

13

SWR

Average Slope (%)
0.63
Fish Sighted (Y/N)
Habitat Value

Crossing Subtype (Bridge, round culvert)
Culvert Length (m)
Ave Embedment Depth (m)
Backwatered? If yes, what percentage
Fill Depth
Outlet Pool Depth (m)

Result

0‐0.5
No
Low
Round culvert
24.6
0
Yes, 75%
~1.0
1.5m

Passable

Comments: Stream is at low flow and evidence of backwatering at the time results in no outlet drop. Channel width
variable and difficult to discern due to cattle trampling over the years.
* Channel poorly defined due impacts associated with agriculture, therefore measurements may not represent flow
requirements and the true channel may be larger than what was observed as evidence by spring flooding upstream.
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4.4.3 PHOTOS

Photo 22. CMP 11: Looking upstream of culvert at sedge
lined swale.

Photo 23. CMP 11: Looking downstream with scour pool in
background.

Photo 24. CMP 11: Culvert inlet.

Photo 25. CMP 11: Culvert outlet at low flow, pool is
backwatering culvert.

Photo 26. CMP 11: Poor channel definition upstream of
culvert.

Photo 27: Poor channel definition downstream of culvert.
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4.5 CMP 12
4.5.1 SITE DESCRIPTION AND FISH PASSAGE.
The crossing noted as CMP 12 is located on Northside (Erickson) Road approximately 285 m
north of the intersection with East Snell Road. The crossing consists of a 2900 mm x 29m
long round CMP which is passing East Murray Creek at a gradient of <0.5%. East Murray
Creek joins Murray Creek approximately 1500 m downstream of the crossing.
East Murray Creek is heavily impacted by historic and recent ranching activities. There is no
channel upstream of the culvert due to a steel plate installed at the culvert inlet (Photo 28);
which is significantly backflooding the stream.
It is understood that this was done for
irrigation purposes which has resulted in the formation of a small lake/pond (Photo 32). The
wetted width was over 11m with a deep organic bed. The pond is vegetated with mats of
sedges, marsh cinquefoil and duck weed (Photo 33). There is no riparian cover beyond the
sedges.
Downstream is a 1m deep scour pool followed by a wide undefined channel through a
farmer’s field (Photo 30). The culvert outlet is perched over 15cm (Photo 29). This reach
contains mostly pooled water amongst sedges with duckweed and marsh cinquefoil as well.
No riparian vegetation is present due to the historic cattle impacts. Where flow was
observed, the channel was measured at 3.3 m which is considered unsubstantiated due to
the lack of channelized flow (Photo 31). A review of recent aerial imagery suggests the
channel is best represented at around 5.5 m and a historical review revealed channel widths
to be 7.1 m (DWB 2014).
Rearing and overwintering is available in the scour pool and in the upstream ponded area as
long as adequate flow is maintained. The water clarity was turbid which may adversely
impact habitat use. A juvenile cyprinid was observed upstream near the culvert inlet. The
steel plate installed at the inlet is 60 cm high and results in a vertical plunge much like an
outlet drop, which will prevent upstream fish access to all fish in this system. The drop will
also cause accelerated flows which may be contributing to the scour pool below. Otherwise
habitat value is considered poor/low overall due to the damage incurred on the channel as a
result of the past ranching and irrigation activities.
Barrier determination resulted in a score of 26 which is considered a barrier (see culvert
measurements in Section 4.5.2). The greatest issues are the lack of embedment, culvert
length, outlet drop (includes inlet drop) and channel construction. The steel plate at the inlet
creates a similar effect to an outlet drop and therefore was considered in the outlet drop
score. The plate on its own is significant enough to be a full barrier.
Avison (2011) also determined the crossing to be a barrier but with a higher score (29). Most
of the measured parameters were similar in the two assessments; however, it appears they
treated the steel plate as is an increase in the culvert slope (4.5 %) rather than outlet drop
which ultimately resulted in their higher score. Despite the differences, all scoring results in
the same barrier determination. Avison also determined a shorter culvert and had no outlet
drop which may have been due to obscuring of these elements from the higher flows during
their assessment. Regardless it is clear that this crossing impedes upstream migration of
fish at all times of the year.
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Based on the available information, any crossing upgrades should target a minimum channel
width of 5.5 m, but will also need to consider hydrotechnical recommendations (DWB 2014)
to ensure adequate channel capacity and culvert sizing is achieved since the existing
measured channel does not appear to accurately represent year round flow requirements.
Upgrades at this site should make consideration for channel restoration up and downstream
of the crossing by limiting cattle use and utilizing restoration Best Management Techniques
to aid in re-establishing a channel with a proper bed. Upstream morphology will be greatly
impacted by the removal of the backwatering device and may also impact current farming
practices. As a result, considerations for an alternative backwatering measure which is
passable to fish (series of smaller weirs up or downstream to backwater) may be required or
if no longer required for irrigation, the backwatering intent can be decommissioned entirely
making consideration for control of the significant amount of stored sediment in the upstream
ponds.

4.5.2 CULVERT MEASUREMENTS
Date of Assessment
Crossing ID
Stream Name
Road Name
Road Tenure
Crew Members
UTM

August 15, 2012
CMP 12
East Murray Creek
Erickson Rd
MOT
JL
Zone

Easting

Northing

10

431500

5990563

Ave Channel Width (m)

Ave Channel

Culvert Diam

SWR

3.3*

2.9
Deep Fill
No

1.14

Valley Fill (DF, SF, BR)
Beaver Activity (Y/N)
Crossing Type (OBS, CBS, other)
Culvert Diameter (m)
Continuous Embedment (Y/N)
Resemble Channel (Y/N)
Culvert Slope (%)
Outlet Drop (m)
Inlet Drop (Y/N)
Barrier Score

26

CBS
2.9
No
No
0‐0.5
0.16+0.6m
Yes – 0.6m

Average Slope (%)
Fish Sighted (Y/N)
Habitat Value (Low, Med, High)

Crossing Subtype (Bridge, pipe arch, round culvert
Culvert Length (m)
Ave Embedment Depth (m)
Backwatered (Y/N) If yes, what percentage
Fill Depth
Outlet Pool Depth (m)

Result

0
Yes
Low
Pipe arch
29m
No
3.0
1.0

Barrier

Comments: *channel width not discernable as the reach up and downstream are wetland. The 3.3m channel was
recorded downstream where water was readily flowing. The true channel may be larger than what was observed as
evidence by spring flooding.
Upstream is backwatered due to a 60cm high steel plate installed at the inlet which prevents upstream fish migration.
The backwatering has resulted in an 11m wide ‘channel’ which is 0.4 to 0.6m deep. The culvert is considered a barrier
without accounting for the steel plate; however, considering the plate this culvert is a definite full barrier at all flow
levels.
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4.5.3 PHOTOS

Photo 28. CMP 12: Inlet of 2900 mm pipe arch has 60 cm
high plate backwatering the upstream channel.

Photo 29. CMP 12: Outlet is perched ~ 15 cm.

Photo 30. CMP 12: A 1.0 m deep pool formed at the outlet.

Photo 31. CMP 12: Downstream ‘channel’ lined with
sedges.

Photo 32. CMP 12: Upstream of culvert is mostly wetlands
and ponds.

Photo 33. CMP12 Upstream ‘channel’ ponded with sedges
and duckweed.
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5.0 CONCLUSION
A total of 5 crossings were assessed for a fish passage in the Murray Creek watershed.
Historic cattle farming and irrigation activities have greatly impacted the streams at the
crossings which made determining natural average channel widths difficult and for the most
part are considered underestimates. As a result, many of the crossings did not show they
were constricting channels and therefore are potentially fish passable; however, other
evidence such as outlet scour pools, spring high flow photos and hydrotechincal analysis
(including historical channel review) suggest that all the culverts are constrictions on the
natural channel and therefore at least seasonal barriers. Table 1 summarizes the crossings,
showing that 3 are considered barriers, CMP04 is a potential barrier and CMP11 is passable.
The table also shows measured and recommended channel widths to be considered in any
upgrade proposals.
The barrier scores from Avison (2011) are also depicted in the table with the main
differences in the scores thought to be attributed to timing of the two assessments. The
spring high flow assessment by Avison may have resulted in obscured culvert and channel
conditions resulting in erroneous values and overall scores. The measurements collected by
DWB were at a time of low flow (August) which allowed a complete view of each culvert and
channel conditions, but also created challenges in determining appropriate channel
measurements as it was often indiscernible due to heavily vegetated wetland-like reaches.
TABLE 1: STREAM CROSSING FISH PASSAGE SUMMARY OF SELECT CROSSING IN THE MURRAY CREEK
WATERSHED.

Crossing

Stream

Measured
Stream
Channel Width

Recommended
Stream
Channel Width

Barrier Score
(DWB)

Barrier Score
(Avison)

CMP 02/03

Murray Creek

1.6m

3.3-3.5 m

Barrier (21)

Barrier (27)

CMP04

Murray Creek

1.5m

3.3-3.5 m

Potential Barrier
(18)

Passable (13)

CMP06/07

Murray Creek

1.92m

2.8-3.0 m

Barrier (21)

Potential Barrier
(18)

CMP11

East Murray
Creek

1.5m

~5.5 m

Passable (13)

Barrier (29)

CMP12

East Murray
Creek

3.3m*

~ 5.5 m

Barrier (26)

Barrier (29)

*No discernible channel present at this site.
Overall fish habitats are low and it was apparent that good habitat conditions are available
upstream of the crossing in a restored area of Murray Creek. During the site visit to this
location several rainbow trout were observed. Areas where cattle still have access to the
channel have resulted in no riparian cover and poor channel definition with little habitat to
offer. In areas where cattle have been segregated away from the stream, such as between
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CMP02/03 and CMP04, channel function is beginning to restore itself much like the restored
area upstream of the sites.
Crossing CMP 02/03, CMP 06/07 and CMP 12 are considered the greatest barriers to fish
amongst the selected culverts and should be the highest priority for replacement or
upgrades. As CMP04 and CMP11 are in close proximity to other crossings, upgrades at
these locations should be considered if the neighbouring sites are being upgraded to ensure
connectivity and meaningful enhancements are achieved.
While fish passage can be improved by immediate upgrades at the crossings, considerations
for habitat restoration up and downstream of each site should be made to create year round
habitats which will also further enhance the fish use and passage at each crossing.
Enhancement techniques can include but are not limited to cattle segregation, riparian
planting (trees and shrubs), backwatering of culverts (weirs) and instream complexing
(cobbles, boulders, large woody debris placement). In some cases, such as at CMP06/07
the restoration should also include downstream channel realignment.
It is critical that any upgrade or enhancement proposals consider hydrotechnical
recommendations from DWB (2014) in addition to any recommendations made in this report
to ensure appropriate capacity and restored channel sizes are achieved. This is particularly
important in this case since the degraded channels measured by DWB do not appear to be
representative of the flow potential at each site and appropriate design will be imperative in
restoring fish habitats within the Murray Creek watershed.

6.0 CLOSURE
This report was prepared for the exclusive use of the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure. This report was prepared in accordance with generally accepted biological
principals and practice. No other warranty, expressed or implied, is made.
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